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Beneath the Surface
In St. Augustine, Florida, the oldest city in the United States, incredibly strange happenings are
driving fifteen-year-old Jeff Golden out of his mind. As the supernatural source of all his
problems quickly becomes clear, Jeff finds himself locked in the battle of his young life.

Beneath the Earth
"TANKING TO THE TOP is the best basketball book in years." --Wall Street Journal How the
NBA's Philadelphia 76ers trusted The Process -- a bold plan to get to first by becoming the
worst. Including exclusive interviews with Joel Embiid, Ben Simmons, and Coach Brett Brown,
Sam Hinkie, and more. When a group of private equity bigwigs purchased the Philadelphia
76ers in 2011, the team was both bad and boring. Attendance was down. So were ratings. The
Sixers had an aging coach, an antiquated front office, and a group of players that could best be
described as mediocre. Enter Sam Hinkie -- a man with a plan straight out of the PE playbook,
one that violated professional sports' Golden Rule: You play to win the game. In Hinkie's view,
the best way to reach first was to embrace becoming the worst -- to sacrifice wins in the
present in order to capture championships in the future. And to those dubious, Hinkie had a
response: Trust The Process, and the results will follow. The plan, dubbed "The Process,"
seems to have worked. More than six years after handing Hinkie the keys, the Sixers have
transformed into one of the most exciting teams in the NBA. They've emerged as a
championship contender with a roster full of stars, none bigger than Joel Embiid, a captivating
seven-footer known for both brutalizing opponents on the court and taunting them off of it.
Beneath the surface, though, lies a different story, one of infighting, dueling egos, and
competing agendas. Hinkie, pushed out less than three years into his reign by a demoralized
owner, a jealous CEO, and an embarrassed NBA, was the first casualty of The Process. He'd
be far from the last. Drawing from interviews with nearly 175 people, TANKING TO THE TOP
brings to life the palace intrigue incited by Hinkie's proposal, taking readers into the boardroom
where the Sixers laid out their plans, and onto the courts where those plans met reality. Full of
uplifting, rags-to-riches stories, backroom dealings, mysterious injuries, and burner Twitter
accounts, TANKING TO THE TOP is the definitive, inside story of the Sixers' Process and a
fun and lively behind-the-scenes look at one of America's most transgressive teams.

The Watertower
How fast can your organization change? How long does it take to adopt new technology? Do
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things run the same when you bring in a new leader? How does the culture evolve with new
acquisitions? There is an underlying thread in all these questions. Workplace attachment or
our instinctual (biological) response to attach to both tangible and intangible objects
continuously throughout life. Workplace Attachments: Managing Beneath the Surface provides
the first comprehensive review of attachment in the workplace. We explore the biological and
evolutionary roots of our attachments, explain how you can find attachment behaviour in your
workplace, and help you proactively understand attachment behaviour with your team. Our
practical research, case studies, and story-telling will help you understand how attachment
behaviour impacts you, your employees, your peers and ultimately the culture of your
organization. Once you understand how people attach, detach, and re-attach to objects and
elements of your organization, you will be able to real and lasting change.

The World Beneath
"[A] winningly obsessive history of our relationship with underground places" (The Guardian),
from sacred caves and derelict subway stations to nuclear bunkers and ancient underground
cities--an exploration of the history, science, architecture, and mythology of the worlds beneath
our feet NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR When Will Hunt was
sixteen years old, he discovered an abandoned tunnel that ran beneath his house in
Providence, Rhode Island. His first tunnel trips inspired a lifelong fascination with exploring
underground worlds, from the derelict subway stations and sewers of New York City to sacred
caves, catacombs, tombs, bunkers, and ancient underground cities in more than twenty
countries around the world. Underground is both a personal exploration of Hunt's obsession
and a panoramic study of how we are all connected to the underground, how caves and other
dark hollows have frightened and enchanted us through the ages. In a narrative spanning
continents and epochs, Hunt follows a cast of subterraneaphiles who have dedicated
themselves to investigating underground worlds. He tracks the origins of life with a team of
NASA microbiologists a mile beneath the Black Hills, camps out for three days with urban
explorers in the catacombs and sewers of Paris, descends with an Aboriginal family into a
35,000-year-old mine in the Australian outback, and glimpses a sacred sculpture molded by
Paleolithic artists in the depths of a cave in the Pyrenees. Each adventure is woven with
findings in mythology and anthropology, natural history and neuroscience, literature and
philosophy. In elegant and graceful prose, Hunt cures us of our "surface chauvinism," opening
our eyes to the planet's hidden dimension. He reveals how the subterranean landscape gave
shape to our most basic beliefs and guided how we think about ourselves as humans. At
bottom, Underground is a meditation on the allure of darkness, the power of mystery, and our
eternal desire to connect with what we cannot see. Praise for Underground "A mesmerizingly
fascinating tale . . . I could not stop reading this beautifully written book."--Michael Finkel,
author of The Stranger in the Woods "Few books have blown my mind so totally, and so often.
In Will Hunt's nimble hands, excursion becomes inversion, and the darkness turns luminous.
There are echoes of Sebald, Calvino, and Herzog in his elegant and enigmatic voice, but also
real warmth and humor. . . . An intrepid--but far from fearless--journey, both theoretically and
terrestrially."--Robert Moor, New York Times bestselling author of On Trails

Tanking to the Top
Zadie Smith’s dazzling debut caught critics grasping for comparisons and deciding on
everyone from Charles Dickens to Salman Rushdie to John Irving and Martin Amis. But the
truth is that Zadie Smith’s voice is remarkably, fluently, and altogether wonderfully her own.
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read At the
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center of this invigorating novel are two unlikely friends, Archie Jones and Samad Iqbal.
Hapless veterans of World War II, Archie and Samad and their families become agents of
England’s irrevocable transformation. A second marriage to Clara Bowden, a beautiful, albeit
tooth-challenged, Jamaican half his age, quite literally gives Archie a second lease on life, and
produces Irie, a knowing child whose personality doesn’t quite match her name (Jamaican for
“no problem”). Samad’s late-in-life arranged marriage (he had to wait for his bride to be born),
produces twin sons whose separate paths confound Iqbal’s every effort to direct them, and a
renewed, if selective, submission to his Islamic faith. Set against London’ s racial and cultural
tapestry, venturing across the former empire and into the past as it barrels toward the future,
White Teeth revels in the ecstatic hodgepodge of modern life, flirting with disaster, confounding
expectations, and embracing the comedy of daily existence.

Living Beneath the Surface: My Journey Through Love, Loss, and
Forgiveness
In this remaking of the myth of Orpheus, Rushdie tells the story of Vina Apsara, a pop star, and
Ormus Cama, an extraordinary songwriter and musician, who captivate and change the world
through their music and their romance. Beginning in Bombay in the fifties, moving to London in
the sixties, and New York for the last quarter century, the novel pulsates with a half-century of
music and celebrates the power of rock ‘n’ roll.

Beneath the Rising
YOU DON’T HAVE TO COPE ALONE Depression and mental illness don’t discriminate. Even
in the most picture-perfect life, confusion and turmoil are often lurking beneath the surface. For
a teenager in a world where anxiety, depression, and other mental illnesses are commonplace,
life can sometimes feel impossible. Whether or not you or someone you love is suffering from
any of these issues, it’s important to be able to recognize the warning signs of mental illness
and know where to turn for help. This comprehensive guide provides the information,
encouragement, and tactical guidance you need to help yourself or others experiencing: •
Depression • Academic or parental pressures • Eating disorders • Bullying • Self-harm •
PTSD • Peer pressure • Anxiety • Substance abuse • Technology addiction • Suicidal
thoughts or actions

The Emotional Craft of Fiction
Dr. Vela Ostofvold is a forensic librarian, a Sherlock Holmes of the book world. She interprets
the accumulation of ephemera, inscriptions, and notations. Each reader contributes to a
secondary story independent from the authors' text. In public Vela is often mistaken for her
famous mother Olivia, a prominent opera star. Her father's identity is a mystery. On a visit to
her mother's apartment in Rome, Vela and her best friend and fellow book enthusiast, Amelia,
discover a suitcase jammed under the bed. It contains memorabilia of Olivia's career and the
influence of her first voice coach Miss Penelope Arthur. Vela is captivated by a bundle of
letters written by Miss Arthur during her assignment as a governess in India. Interwoven in the
exotic travelogue of Maharajas and fire dancers in the desert, Vela finds clues to solving her
paternity. Watermark the truth beneath the surface is a poignant tale of past loves, missed
opportunities and true devotion.

Beneath the Surface
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD WINNER FOR
MYSTERY/THRILLER An addictive new novel of psychological suspense from the author of #1
New York Times bestseller and global phenomenon The Girl on the Train. The perfect gift for
Mother's Day. “Hawkins is at the forefront of a group of female authors—think Gillian Flynn and
Megan Abbott—who have reinvigorated the literary suspense novel by tapping a rich vein of
psychological menace and social unease… there’s a certain solace to a dark escape, in the
promise of submerged truths coming to light.” —Vogue A single mother turns up dead at the
bottom of the river that runs through town. Earlier in the summer, a vulnerable teenage girl met
the same fate. They are not the first women lost to these dark waters, but their deaths disturb
the river and its history, dredging up secrets long submerged. Left behind is a lonely fifteenyear-old girl. Parentless and friendless, she now finds herself in the care of her mother's sister,
a fearful stranger who has been dragged back to the place she deliberately ran from—a place to
which she vowed she'd never return. With the same propulsive writing and acute
understanding of human instincts that captivated millions of readers around the world in her
explosive debut thriller, The Girl on the Train, Paula Hawkins delivers an urgent, twisting,
deeply satisfying read that hinges on the deceptiveness of emotion and memory, as well as the
devastating ways that the past can reach a long arm into the present. Beware a calm
surface—you never know what lies beneath.

Gold in the Water
The mist lifted the moment he stepped through. And there was the watertower at the summit.
His watertower This was what he had come for.' In the award-winning book THE
WATERTOWER, readers were introduced to the small town of Preston and the old watertower
that stands outside the town. It is a place where Bubba and Spiro go to play and swim. But
what lurks in the deep waters? Why are the townspeople changing? In BENEATH THE
SURFACE, Spiro, now a doctor of science, returns to uncover the mystery and to find an
explanation for the nightmares that haunt him. What he discovers will change his life forever.
BENEATH THE SURFACE is the long-awaited sequel to THE WATERTOWER, winner of the
1995 CBC Book of the Year Award. 'BENEATH THE SURFACE is indeed ''hauntingly
beautiful''.' - Reading Time

Beneath the Surface (Dive Team Investigations Book #1)
"Veteran literary agent and expert fiction instructor Donald Maass shows you how to use story
to provoke a visceral and emotional experience in readers" --

Into the Water
On a scorching hot summer day in Preston, Australia, Spike and Bubba go for a swim in the
old water tower which casts a long dark shadow across everything in the area.

Beneath the Surface
Australians know Libby Trickett as one of our golden girls of swimming. Winner of multiple
Olympic gold medals and setter of world records, Libby wasn't just a champion, she was
Australia's girl next door, the humble superstar from suburban Brisbane with the infectious grin
and sunny nature. Yet what we saw on the surface - the confidence, competitiveness and
warmth that were her hallmarks - belied the very private battles she fought in her own head.
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Beneath the incredible achievements and that trademark smile, Libby suffered from crippling
depression. During her swimming career she managed to keep her demons more or less at
bay, but when an injury forced her to retire in 2013 Libby was suddenly thrust into an unfamiliar
world. With few, if any, qualifications to handle it, her self-doubts began to overwhelm her. The
birth of her first baby added further complications to her fragile mental health, and she suffered
intense postnatal depression. When she finally recognised the depression for what it was, and
sought help for it, it was a major turning point in her life. Libby's memoir is an extraordinarily
candid, revealing and inspiring account of both her public life as one of our greatest swimming
champions, and her struggle to overcome her mental health challenges.

To the River
An author’s walk “from source to sea along the Ouse in Sussex is a meandering, meditative
delight” drawing on history, literature, and the river itself (The Guardian, UK). In To The River,
author Olivia Laing embarks on a weeklong, midsummer odyssey along the banks of the River
Ouse in Sussex, England, from its source near Haywards Heath to the sea, where it empties
into the Channel at Newhaven. More than sixty years after Virginia Woolf drowned herself in
the River Ouse, Laing still finds inspiration and guidance in the author’s abiding presence.
Through cow pastures, woods, and neighborhood streets, Laing’s meandering walk occasions
a profound and haunting reflection on histories both personal and cultural, and on landscapes
both physical and emotional. Along the way, she explores the roles that rivers play in human
lives, tracing their intricate flow through literature, mythology and folklore. Lyrical and stirring,
To the River is a passionate investigation into how history resides in a landscape - and how
ghosts never quite leave the places they love. “Magical…By turns lyrical, melancholic and
exultant, To the River just makes you want to follow Olivia Laing all the way to the sea.”—Daily
Telegraph, UK

Workplace Attachments
For more than a century, skin lighteners have been a ubiquitous feature of global popular
culture—embraced by consumers even as they were fiercely opposed by medical professionals,
consumer health advocates, and antiracist thinkers and activists. In Beneath the Surface, Lynn
M. Thomas constructs a transnational history of skin lighteners in South Africa and beyond.
Analyzing a wide range of archival, popular culture, and oral history sources, Thomas traces
the changing meanings of skin color from precolonial times to the postcolonial present. From
indigenous skin-brightening practices and the rapid spread of lighteners in South African
consumer culture during the 1940s and 1950s to the growth of a billion-dollar global lightener
industry, Thomas shows how the use of skin lighteners and experiences of skin color have
been shaped by slavery, colonialism, and segregation as well as by consumer capitalism,
visual media, notions of beauty, and protest politics. In teasing out lighteners’ layered history,
Thomas theorizes skin as a site for antiracist struggle and lighteners as a technology of
visibility that both challenges and entrenches racial and gender hierarchies.

Beneath the Surface
When Detective Sam Lawson arrives in a sleepy East Texas town to investigate the
mysterious disappearance of a young woman, he soon discovers everyone has something to
hide. And the more he digs, the more questions he uncovers. Are the scratch marks on the
face of the woman's arrogant husband really from a construction accident? Why is the rich
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investor suddenly so interested in the investigation? Who had been hiding in the woods behind
the woman's house? Why did one of the woman's friends leave town the same day she went
missing, and what was their real relationship? With the help of a tough-as-nails sheriff's
sergeant, Liz Garcia, and his estranged girlfriend, medical examiner Carla Davenport, Sam
must navigate the tangled relationships of this small community to find the truth before it's too
late.

Sliding Beneath the Surface
The path of true love never did run straight. Kristin and Sheryl, the founders of the Pink Bean
coffee shop, seem to have the perfect relationship. But their bond hasn't always been so
flawless. Go back in time, and peek behind the closed doors of the Pink Bean, to find out what
brought them together. Discover the ups and downs Kristin and Sheryl have faced over the
past twenty years--and still do to this day. Don't miss the Pink Bean origin story! ????? "A
deeply moving romance novel about true love." Every book in this series can be read as a
stand-alone without having read the other instalments. THE PINK BEAN SERIES: 1. No
Strings Attached 2. Beneath the Surface 3. Everything Between Us 4. This Foreign Affair 5.
Water Under Bridges 6. No Other Love 7. Love Without Limits 8. Crazy For You 9. More Than
Words

Beneath the Surface
A firsthand account of the lives of captive killer whales by one of SeaWorld's most experienced
orca trainers and the star of Blackfish argues that their needs are not met in captivity and
traces advocacy efforts comparing the lives of free and captive orcas.

Watermark the Truth Beneath the Surface
HOPE HAS A PRICE Nick Prasad has always enjoyed a quiet life in the shadow of his best
friend, child prodigy and technological genius Joanna ‘Johnny’ Chambers. But all that is about
to end. When Johnny invents a clean reactor that could eliminate fossil fuels and change the
world, she awakens primal, evil Ancient Ones set on subjugating humanity. From the oldest
library in the world to the ruins of Nineveh, hunted at every turn, they will need to trust each
other completely to survive… “Gasp-out-loud astonishing” Charlie Jane Anders “A wonderful
adventure” Chuck Wendig “A galloping global adventure” Brooke Bolander “A perfect balance
of thriller, horror and humour” Adrian Tchaikovsky

White Teeth
“a touching story that will have readers eagerly reading to discover the secrets deep beneath
the streets of New York.” Chrissy Dionne, Romance Junkies Police officer Rick Jones is on a
mission and the answers he seeks may lie deep beneath the streets of New York within the
secrets of Grand Central Terminal. While Rick goes both undercover and underground in
search of clues, he encounters a woman he finds just as intriguing as the mystery he’s
working to solve. Professor Beth Cooke’s job as a conservation expert at the landmark train
station gives Rick just the access he needs to explore areas otherwise off-limits to the public.
He only hopes Beth isn’t equally off-limits. Rick’s determined to both satisfy his desire for her
and find the answers to his questions, but will Beth believe him when the truth is finally
revealed? Themes and tropes contained within: cops, undercover, geek nerdy heroine,
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opposites attract, New York City, Grand Central Station, NYPD

The Girl Beneath the Sea
Traces lesser-known historical facts about the nation's largest mountain lake, providing
coverage of such subjects as its role in local Washoe Indian legends, its inspiration of more
than a dozen literary classics and its impact on the careers of such figures as John Muir, Mark
Twain and Frank Sinatra.

Underground Ranger
A truly inspirational story of courage and determination in the bestselling tradition of Lance
Armstrong's It's Not About the Bike. Swimming champ Petria Thomas opens her heart about
overcoming debilitating physical setbacks as well as severe depression in her quest for
Olympic gold.

Beneath the Surface
I don't know where you areI don't know what I've doneTeenager Abigail Ryder is devastated
when she gets home from school to find her family gone. Nothing makes sense. Things are
missing from the house and her stepsisters' room is completely empty. But the police think
she's trouble, and when grandmother Eleanor tells her to forget them all and move on, there's
no choice other than face the future - alone. Fourteen years on, Abi and Adam are a happy
couple on the verge of parenthood. But when the past comes back to haunt Abi, the only way
forward is to go back and uncover the truth - and reveal the dreadful secrets a mother has
been hiding all these years.

Michael Phelps
When Carl awakens from a coma after being attacked on a subway train, life around him feels
unfamiliar, even strange. He arrives at his best friend's house without remembering how he got
there; he seems to be having an affair with his secretary, which is pleasant but surprising. He
starts to notice distortions in his experience, strange leaps in his perception of time. Is he truly
reacting with the outside world, he wonders, or might he be terribly mistaken? So begins a dark
psychological drama that raises questions about the the human psyche, dream versus reality,
and the boundaries of consciousness. As Carl grapples with his predicament, Alex Garland author of The Beach and the screenplay for 28 Days Later, plays with conventions and
questions our assumptions about the way we exist in the world, even as it draws us into the
unsettling and haunting book about a lost suitcase and a forgotten identity.

Beneath the Surface
Prepare to peek into the mind of a champion, known as the most decorated Olympian of all
time with 28 medals, including 23 gold, with this newly updated edition of Michael Phelps’s
autobiography, Beneath the Surface. In this candid memoir, Phelps talks openly about his
battle with attention deficit disorder, the trauma of his parents’ divorce, and the challenges that
come with being thrust into the limelight. Readers worldwide will relive all the heart-stopping
glory as Phelps completes his journey from the youngest man to ever set a world swimming
record in 2001, to an Olympic powerhouse in 2008, to surpassing the greatest athlete of
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ancient Greece, Leonidas of Rhodes, with 13 triumphs in 2016. Athletes and fans alike will be
fascinated by insights into Phelps’s training, mental preparation, and behind-the-scenes
perspective on international athletic competitions. A chronicle of Phelps’s evolution from
awkward teenager to record-breaking powerhouse, Beneath the Surface is a must-read for any
sports fan.

Beneath the Surface
"Lucy Barton is recovering slowly from what should have been a simple operation. Her mother,
to whom she hasn't spoken for many years, comes to see her and a simple hospital visit
becomes a portal to the most tender relationship of all--the one between mother and
daughter"--

My Name is Lucy Barton
THE STUNNING NEW SUNDAY TIMES TOP 10 BESTSELLER FROM THE AUTHOR OF
THE BETRAYALS AND THE GOOD GIRL 'No one writes about modern family with more truth
or authenticity than Fiona Neill' LISA JEWELL Everyone is talking about Grace's family. Once it
was for all the right reasons - now it's for all the wrong ones . . . Grace is determined to give
her daughters the idyllic childhood she never had. Teenage Lilly is everyone's golden girl, the
one Grace never has to worry about - unlike ten-year-old Mia, whose wild imagination often
gets her into trouble. But when Lilly suddenly collapses at school, Grace's carefully ordered
world is turned upside down. Because it soon turns out that Lilly wasn't the perfect daughter
after all. Grace is fixated on discovering the truth about Lilly. Which is when she takes her eyes
off Mia . . . Don't miss the stunning new novel from Sunday Times bestselling author of The
Good Girl, about the consequences of family expectations and the burden of keeping secrets.
__________ 'A rich, dark and satisfying read about the complexities of modern family life. I
adored it' JANE FALLON 'Neill describes human dysfunction with such compelling empathy . . .
richly tense and deeply satisfying. I didn't want to finish!' HILARY BOYD 'Beautifully told with
great suspense' RACHEL HORE 'With her trademark dark humour and incisive observations of
family life, Neill takes the reader on a fascinating, moving and intelligent journey to the truth'
GILLIAN MCALLISTER 'Well-paced and intriguing' DAILY MAIL

No Limits
"Why God? Why does a child have to die when murderers and rapists and terrorists get to live?
Why take a four-year-old who was innocent and full of pure love?" These are the questions that
haunted author Krista Bennett-Bruns after the heartbreaking loss of her young son, Sutton.
After Sutton's death, Krista encountered a barrage of agonizing emotions: Intense grief and
pain over being separated from her son too soon. Rage and disgust toward the first responders
who had jeopardized Sutton's chances of survival by refusing the help of doctors on the scene.
Anger toward the hospital staff who had kept her from holding her son after his death. Disgust
and hate toward herself for not being able to save Sutton. In Living Beneath the Surface: My
Journey through Love, Loss, and Forgiveness, Krista shares her story of walking down the
path of these ugly emotions for days, weeks, and years after her son's death, unafraid to reveal
the darkness of the journey. But as Krista shows in her heart-touching memoir, sharing
everything from Sutton's death to her exhausting battle with a serious medical illness, darkness
cannot overcome the light of Christ, who shines brightly even in the darkest of moments
through the power of forgiveness and renewed purpose. Join Krista on the journey as she
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peels back the layers of her life and pours out her heart through her story, a story that shows
that God has a full-circle purpose for your life regardless of the trials you go through along the
way.

Tahoe Beneath the Surface
An Amazon Charts bestseller. For a Florida police diver, danger rises to the surface in an
adventurous thriller by the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The Naturalist. Coming
from scandalous Florida treasure hunters and drug smugglers, Sloan McPherson is forging her
own path, for herself and for her daughter, out from under her family's shadow. An auxiliary
officer for Lauderdale Shores PD, she's the go-to diver for evidence recovery. Then Sloan finds
a fresh kill floating in a canal--a woman whose murky history collides with Sloan's. Their
troubling ties are making Sloan less a potential witness than a suspect. And her colleagues
aren't the only ones following every move she makes. So is the killer. Stalked by an assassin,
pitted against a ruthless cartel searching for a lost fortune, and under watch within her ranks,
Sloan has only one ally: the legendary DEA agent who put Sloan's uncle behind bars. He
knows just how deep corruption runs--and the kind of danger Sloan is in. To stay alive, Sloan
must stay one step ahead of her enemies--both known and unknown--and a growing
conspiracy designed to pull her under.

Beneath the Shadows
For six exciting years Doug Thompson worked as a park ranger at Carlsbad Caverns National
Park. In Underground Ranger he passes along the essence of what he learned on this unusual
job and in his related adventures exploring the surrounding Chihuahuan Desert. He overcame
his fear of tight spaces and heights, learned to climb rope, and went on to explore many of the
deep vertical caves in the Guadalupe Mountains of western Texas and southeastern New
Mexico—including Lechuguilla Cave, one of the most spectacular underground wonders of the
world. He even became a member of the park’s technical rescue team and made a fifty-story
rappel into one of the deepest underground pits in the United States. In visceral detail,
Thompson shares the physical and mythical stories of caves and shows what it’s like to
experience the extravagant beauty of nature’s underground realm.

Petria Thomas
In No Limits, Michael Phelps - perhaps the greatest Olympic competitor the world has ever
seen - will show us the secrets to his remarkable success, from training to execution. Behind
his tally of Olympic gold medals - more than any athlete throughout history - lies a consistent
approach to competition, a determination to win, mental preparation, and a straightforward
passion for his sport. One of his mottos is 'Performance is Reality', and it typifies his attitude
about swimming. No Limits goes behind the scenes to explore the hard work, sacrifice, and
dedication that catapulted Phelps into the international spotlight. Phelps will share remarkable
anecdotes about family, his coach, his passion for the sport, and the wisdom that he has
gained from unexpected challenges and obstacles. Highlighting memorable races and valuable
lessons from throughout his career, Phelps offers candid insight into the mind and experiences
of a world champion. No Limits will inspire anyone to follow their passion straight to the finish
line.

Beneath the Surface
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From top-ten Irish bestselling author Jo Spain comes the second novel in the Inspector Tom
Reynolds series Did I know it would come to this? That I was playing Russian Roulette? I
would give anything to turn back time and to be with my girls. There is no shot at redemption. I
am going to die. The gun is in my eye-line as the second bullet is fired. That's the one that kills
me. Late at night, two powerful men meet in a secret location to discuss a long nurtured plan
about to come to fruition. One is desperate to know there is nothing standing in their way - the
other assures him everything is taken care of. Hours later, a high-ranking government official
called Ryan Finnegan is brutally slain in the most secure building in Ireland - Leinster House,
the seat of parliament. Inspector Tom Reynolds and his team are called in to uncover the truth
behind the murder. At first, all the evidence hints at a politically motivated crime, until a
surprise discovery takes the investigation in a dramatically different direction. Suddenly the
motive for murder has got a lot more personal. . . but who benefits the most from Ryan's
death?

Beneath the Surface
Eight medals, including six gold and two bronze. Michael Phelps used the Olympic Games in
Athens as his breakout event. Already known in the swimming world for the summer of 2003
when he set seven world records in 41 days, Michael's record-tying medal haul made him a
mainstream name. He's well on his way to his ambitious goal of "changing the sport of
swimming," but despite Michael's pre-eminence in the pool, his story is not a swimming diary
but a take of adversities overcome and redemption through persistence.

Beneath the Surface
Dean Hudson didn't look evilso what could drive an ordinary boy to kill? When the teenage son
of Holly Gold's school friend brutally murders his parents before killing himself, her sleepy
home town is rocked by the sudden tragedy. Appalled, Holly investigates. What could have
caused the happy-go-lucky boy she remembers to commit such a heinous crime? When
another teen commits suicide, she uncovers a horrifying link between the recent deaths and a
dark conspiracy to hide the truth. But someone doesn't want Holly asking questions and, as
she hunts for evidence to prove her theory, she's dragged into a nightmare that threatens her
life and her sanity. Then tragedy strikes again--and this time it's closer to home Beneath the
Surface is a gripping psychological suspense-thriller from the bestselling author of Duplicity,
Look Behind You and Where the Memories Lie.

The Ground Beneath Her Feet
In this thrilling gothic suspense debut by Sara Foster in the tradition of Rosamund Lupton and
Sophie Hannah, a young mother searches Yorkshire's windswept moors for the truth behind
her husband's mysterious disappearance. THE ANSWERS ARE HIDING BENEATH THE
SHADOWS When Grace's husband, Adam, inherits an isolated North Yorkshire cottage, they
leave the bustle of London behind to try a new life. A week later, Adam vanishes without a
trace, leaving their baby daughter, Millie, in her stroller on the doorstep. The following year,
Grace returns to the tiny village on the untamed heath. Everyone—the police, her parents, even
her best friend and younger sister—is convinced that Adam left her. But Grace, unable to let go
of her memories of their love and life together, cannot accept this explanation. She is
desperate for answers, but the slumbering, deeply superstitious hamlet is unwilling to give up
its secrets. As Grace hunts through forgotten corners of the cottage searching for clues, and
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digs deeper into the lives of the locals, strange dreams begin to haunt her. Are the villagers
hiding something, or is she becoming increasingly paranoid? Only as snowfall threatens to cut
her and Millie off from the rest of the world does Grace make a terrible discovery. She has
been looking in the wrong place for answers all along, and she and her daughter will be in
terrible danger if she cannot get them away in time. "A haunting tale of loss and one woman's
search for the truth no matter the consequences. This vividly written novel will leave you
breathless and as chilled as the starkly beautiful North Yorkshire moors where this compelling
story unfolds." –Heather Gudenkauf, New York Times bestselling author of These Things
Hidden

Underground
In California, a team of talented young men begin pursuing the most elusive dream in sports,
the Olympic Games. The pressure steadily increases as two best friends (a mentor and his
protégé) reach the top of the world rankings and unexpectedly find themselves direct
competitors. Their teammates include an emerging star methodically plotting to retrace his
father's path to Olympic glory, as well as a super-extraordinary athlete desperate to walk away
from it all. Led by one of the most passionate coaches in sports, a brilliant and explosive
strategist on a personal quest for redemption, this team of dark horses and Olympic favorites
works through escalating rivalries, joyous triumphs, and heartbreaking setbacks. Author P. H.
Mullen chronicles their journey to the 2000 Olympic Games and presents one of the most
powerful and moving sports books ever written. Boldly sweeping in literary power and pace,
this startling book will permanently change how you view the Olympic athlete. It is a fascinating
world of suspense and emotion where human desire for excellence rules over all, and where
there are no second chances for glory. But above all, Gold in the Water is a triumph of the
human spirit.

Beneath the Surface
In this collection of twelve dark, unerring and surprising short stories, John Boyne explores the
extremities of the human condition in all its brilliance and brutality. The secrets we keep and
the ways in which they shape us, the impossibility of shared loss, the lengths we will go to in
order to protect our families and the distance we will run to protect ourselves. Drawing on a
host of enthralling characters âe" a farmer, a cuckold and a teenager exploring his sexuality;
good parents, bad parents, writers and soldiers; a student, a rent boy and a hitman âe" Boyne
examines the hopeful and the damaged without prejudice or judgement. This, his first
collection of short stories, is some of John Boyneâe(tm)s finest writing to date. It includes
âe~Rest Dayâe(tm) which won the 2015 Writing.ie Short Story of the Year award in Ireland.

The Coma
After a harrowing experience with an obsessed patient, oncology nurse practitioner Leigh
Weston needed a change. She thought she'd left her troubles behind when she moved home
to Carrington, North Carolina, and took a job in the emergency department of the local hospital.
But when someone tampers with her brakes, she fears the past has chased her into the
present. She reaches out to her high school friend turned homicide investigator, Ryan Parker,
for help. Ryan finds satisfaction in his career, but his favorite way to use his skills is as a
volunteer underwater investigator with the Carrington County Sheriff's Office dive team. When
the body of a wealthy businessman is discovered in Lake Porter, the investigation uncovers a
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possible serial killer--one with a terrifying connection to Leigh Weston and deadly implications
for them all. Dive into the depths of fear with an exciting new voice in romantic suspense.
Award-winning author Lynn H. Blackburn grabs readers by the throat and doesn't let go until
the final heart-pounding page.

Beneath the Surface
What if . . . You stare into a body of water . . . And didn't recognize the reflection? At first
glance, thoughtful scholar and champion swimmer Conner Mills appears to be just that.
However, there is more to Conner beneath the surface than even he can begin to comprehend
...

Beneath the Surface
Meet the world's most fascinating sea creatures—see the lives and curiosities of colorful fish
and coral reefs—this spectacular volume has more than 300 color photos and extraordinary text
from a leading marine biologist and underwater photographer, and the international expert on
seahorses. In this richly informative volume, brimming with new discoveries and more than
three hundred colorful images of jaw-dropping fish and coral reefs, you'll swim in the Atlantic,
Pacific, and Indian Oceans; you'll be dazzled in the Coral Triangle and amazed in Triton Bay.
Up close you'll meet the Cenderawasih fairy wrasse, with its florescent yellow streak; the polkadot longnose filefish; and the multicolored seadragon. There are scarlet-colored corals, babyblue sponges, daffodil crinoids, and all sorts of mystifying creatures that change color at the
drop of a hat. The whale shark is almost larger than life and the author's beloved pygmy
seahorse, unless photographed, is almost too tiny to see. The wondrous creatures inside are
charmers and tricksters and excel in the arts of seduction and deception, and you'll have the
rare chance to see and delight in their antics. You'll also learn what they eat, how they play,
and how they care for one another, live on one another, and mimic others when they're afraid.
There is also compelling insight into the naming process, which sea creatures are facing
extinction, and how we can help them before it's too late.
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